
It’s a NEW month, a NEW season, it's summertime!  Families are NOW starting to go
out and about with a NEW NORMAL. Businesses phased into opening starting the

week of May 13th, exactly three months after closing NON-essential businesses like
K Peas Place.  It’s been a NUMBERS game for businesses alike.  As each business is
to figure out how they can reopen. Perhaps, NICKEL and diming our every decision
for the future of our livelihoods. We've adapted  and celebrate the opportunity to

accommodate our loyal families online which gives us hope that we will continue to
connect, play, and celebrate once again live, in person at K Peas Place. 

We proudly celebrate NEW families joining our fun and thank you for inviting your
friends to share in your joy! We like to think “more the merrier” and zoom allows

that to continue.  However, reopening to the CDC
guidelines has us revamping our business turning us into NOCTURNAL

creatures working harder than ever before. As we move forward with NEW
policies in place we are honored to hear & learn about your comfort levels
about returning to K Peas Place! Your love and NEW friendships over the

past 4 years has been an intimate experience.
 

Each phone call, text, email, Facebook message has led to tears,
laughter, and resolutions!  It’s been empowering to say the least!  NEXT

week June 8th will be our first “official” week of opening as we
“Field trip” some of our online classes back to K Peas Place!  

It is NECESSARY for all guests to
register NOW, sorry NO walk-ins at this time..

Over the past three months families have reconnected with 
NATURE and appreciated their NATURAL beauty.

 
 

Our philosophy to slow down the race of early childhood
and simply BE became the NORMAL.  

It’s refreshing to rejoin friends in minimal attendance to play again and 
ignite in intellectual conversations with other adults.

We are so very thankful to reopen and sincerely thank our families that
joined us online and continue to do so across the NATION and

internationally as we’ve made NEW friends through Zoom and plan to
continue our online learning weekly as well. We congratulate all the NEW parents

welcoming their NEWBORNS into their loving arms. 
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